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Abstract

this definition, the distinction between the escape procedure—the
procedure passed to call/cc’s argument and the actual meta-level
continuation is largely academic.

It is possible to integrate Scheme-style first-class continuations and
threads in a systematic way. We expose the design choices, discuss
their consequences, and present semantical frameworks that specify the behavior of Scheme programs in the presence of threads.
While the issues concerning the addition of threads to Schemelike languages are not new, many questions have remained open.
Among the pertinent issues are the exact relationship between continuations and the call-with-current-continuation primitive, the interaction between threads, first-class continuations, and
dynamic-wind, the semantics of dynamic binding in the presence
of threads, and the semantics of thread-local store. Clarifying these
issues is important because the design decisions related to them
have have profound effects on the programmer’s ability to write
modular abstractions.

Unfortunately, the semantics for call/cc given in R5 RS is not correct, as noted in a “Clarifications and corrections” appendix to the
published version: an R5 RS-compliant call/cc must also execute
thunks along the branches of the control tree as introduced by the
dynamic-wind primitive [18] added to Scheme in R5 RS. Even in
pre-R5 RS Scheme, the escape procedure would typically re-install
previously captured values for the current input and output ports.
Thus, the escape procedure created by call/cc performs actions
in addition to installing a captured continuation. Hence, the name
call-with-current-continuation is misleading.
Dynamic-wind allows enhancing and constraining first-class continuations: (dynamic-wind before thunk after) calls thunk (a
procedure of no parameters), ensuring that before (also a thunk)
is always called before the program enters the application of thunk,
and that after is called after the program has left it. Therefore, escape procedures created by call/cc must also call the after and
before thunks along the paths leading from the current node in the
control tree to the target tree. This creates a significant distinction
between an escape procedure and its underlying continuation.

1 What’s in a Continuation?
Scheme [21] was one the first languages to endorse
call-with-current-continuation as a primitive. Callwith-current-continuation (or call/cc, for short) is an
essential ingredient in the implementation of a wide range of
useful abstractions, among them non-local control flow, exception
systems, coroutines, non-deterministic computation, and Web
programming session management. So much is often repeated,
non-controversial and clear.

This distinction has created considerable confusion: Specifically,
continuations are suitable abstractions for building thread systems [38], and this suggests that escape procedures are, too. However, a thread system based on R5 RS call/cc will run before
and after thunks introduced by dynamic-wind upon every context
switch, which leads to semantic and pragmatic problems in addition to the common conceptual misunderstandings noted by Shivers [33]. Moreover, other common abstractions, such as dynamic
binding and thread-local storage, interact in sometimes surprising
ways with threads and first-class continuations, depending on their
exact semantics in a given system.

Nowadays, even the name call-with-current-continuation
is confusing. It suggests erroneously that call/cc applies its argument to a reified version of the current continuation—the metalevel object the underlying machine uses to remember what should
happen with the value of the expression currently being evaluated.
The denotational semantics presented in R5 RS [21] supports this
impression. Here is a slightly simplified version:
cwcc : E* → K → C
[call-with-current-continuation]
cwcc =
onearg (λεκ . applicate ε ((λε*κ0 . κε*) in E) κ)

Thus, the integration of first-class continuations with dynamicwind, concurrency and parallelism, along with associated functionality such as dynamic binding and thread-local storage form a puzzle: Most of the pieces have long been on the table, but there is
little published documentation on how all of them fit together in a
systematic way, which often causes confusion for users and implementors alike. With this paper, we try to make the pieces fit, and
close some of the remaining gaps.

The reified value passed to the argument of cwcc is the function
λε*κ0 . κε*—essentially an eta-expanded version of κ, the current
continuation as handled by the semantics. Calling this function
merely re-installs or reflects κ as the current continuation. With
∗ For parts of this work, Michael Sperber was supported by the
Institut für Informatik at Universität Tübingen.
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(define *dynamic-env* (lambda (v) (cdr v)))

Here are the contributions of our work:
• We discuss some of the pertinent semantic properties of
dynamic-wind, specifically as they relate to the implementation of dynamic binding.

(define (make-fluid default) (cons ’fluid default))
(define (fluid-ref fluid)
(*dynamic-env* fluid))

• We discuss design issues for thread systems in Scheme-like
languages, and how different design choices affect program
modularity.

(define (shadow env var val)
(lambda (v)
(if (eq? v var)
val
(env var))))

• We present a systematic treatment of two abstractions for
thread-aware programming: thread-wind extends the context switch operation, and thread-local storage implements extensible processor state.

(define (bind-fluid fluid val thunk)
(let ((old-env *dynamic-env*)
(new-env (shadow *dynamic-env* fluid val)))
(set! *dynamic-env* new-env)
(let ((val (thunk)))
(set! *dynamic-env* old-env)
val)))

• We present a denotational semantics of R5 RS call/cc and
dynamic-wind.
• We clarify the relationship between threads and
call/cc/dynamic-wind by presenting an transition
semantics based on the CEK machine [6] equivalent to the
denotational semantics, and extending this semantics by
simple models for threads and multiprocessing.

Figure 1. Dynamic binding via dynamic assignment

Overview: Section 2 gives an account of call/cc as present in
(sequential) Scheme, and its interaction with dynamic-wind. Section 3 lists some specific design issues pertinent to the addition
of threads to Scheme and describes their impact on the ability to
write modular programs. More issues arise during implementation;
Section 4 discusses these. Section 5 describes facilities for threadaware programming. Section 6 presents semantic characterizations
of Scheme with dynamic-bind and threads. Related work is discussed in Section 7; Section 8 concludes.

It is often useful to be able to introduce new dynamic bindings [24, 16] in addition to current-{input,output}-port, for
example to implement exception handling. However, as the dynamic environment is implicit (and not reifiable), a program cannot
extend it. Fortunately, it is possible to simulate extending the dynamic environment with first-class procedures by keeping the current dynamic environment in a global variable, and simply save and
restore it for new bindings—a technique known as dynamic assignment [11].

2 Call/cc As We Know It

Figure 1 shows naive code for dynamic assignment. *Dynamicenv* holds the current dynamic environment, represented as a procedure mapping a fluid to its value. Make-fluid creates a fluid
represented as a pair consisting of the symbol fluid as its car
and its default value as its cdr. The fluid-ref procedure looks
up a fluid binding in the dynamic environment, returning its value.
Shadow makes a new dynamic environment from an old one, shadowing one binding with a new one. Finally, bind-fluid remembers the old value of *dynamic-env*, sets it to a new one, calls
thunk, and restores the old value. (The code ignores the issue of
multiple return values for simplicity.)

In this section, we give an informal overview of the behavior of
the R5 RS Scheme version of call/cc. Specifically, we discuss
the interaction between call/cc and the current dynamic environment implicit in R5 RS, and the interaction between call/cc and
dynamic-wind. We also explain how these interactions affect possible implementations of an extensible dynamic environment.

2.1 The current dynamic environment
R5 RS [21] implies the presence of a current dynamic environment that contains bindings for the current input and output ports.
Scheme’s I/O procedures default to these ports when they are
not supplied explicitly as arguments. Also, the program can retrieve the values of the bindings via the current-input-port
and current-output-port procedures. “Dynamic” in this context means that the values for the program behaves as if the
current dynamic environment were implicitly passed as an argument with each procedure application. In this interpretation,
with-input-from-file and with-output-to-file each call
its argument with a newly created dynamic environment containing a new binding, and current-{input,output}-port retrieve
the values introduced by the most recent, still active application of
these procedures. The interpretation of the current dynamic environment as an implicit argument means that dynamic environments
are effectively associated with continuations. Specifically, reflecting a previously reified continuation also means returning to the
dynamic environment which was current at the time of the reification.1

Unfortunately, bind-fluid does not implement the implicitargument semantics in the presence of call/cc: it is possible for
the thunk argument to bind-fluid to reflect a previously reified
continuation which will then inherit the current dynamic environment, rather than the dynamic environment current at the time of
reification. For implementing the implicit-argument semantics, it
is necessary to capture the current value of *dynamic-env* at the
time of reification, and re-set it to that value upon reflection.

2.2 Dynamic-wind
While the naive implementation of dynamic assignment does not
have the desirable semantics, it is possible to implement a version that does, via the Scheme primitive dynamic-wind. (Very)
roughly, (dynamic-wind before thunk after) ensures that before
is called before every control transfer into the application of thunk,
and after is called after every control transfer out of it. Here is a
new version of bind-fluids that utilizes dynamic-wind to get
the correct semantics:

1 Note that this behavior is not mandated by R5 RS. However,
existing Scheme code often assumes it [23].
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(let ((port (open-input-file file-name)))
(dynamic-wind
(lambda ()
(if (not port)
(error "internal error")))
(lambda () hread from porti)
(lambda ()
(close-input-port port)
(set! port #f))))

...
before

before

after

before

after

after

Figure 3. Restricting the use of escape procedures
before

after

target

before

after

before

(as in bind-fluid)

after

2. releasing resources used by a region of code after that code
has completed (as in Figure 3)

current

3. preventing the reification of a continuation because its dynamic context cannot be recreated (as in Figure 3)

Figure 2. Control tree and dynamic-wind
(define (bind-fluid fluid val thunk)
(let ((old-env *dynamic-env*)
(new-env (shadow *dynamic-env* fluid val)))
(dynamic-wind
(lambda () (set! *dynamic-env* new-env))
thunk
(lambda () (set! *dynamic-env* old-env)))))

Item #2 is akin to the default or finally clauses of exception
handling systems or to the unwind-protect facilities in some
languages. The unlimited extent of escape procedures created by
call/cc makes the more general dynamic-wind necessary.
The presence of dynamic-wind requires a more careful handling
of terminology when it comes to continuations: We call the process of turning the meta-level continuation into an object-level
value reification, and the reverse—re-installing a previously reified
continuation—reflection. The process of creating an escape procedure (by call/cc) is a capture; this includes reifying the current
continuation. Conversely, invoking the escape procedure travels to
the target point in control space, installs the dynamic environment,
and then reflects the continuation.

The behavior of dynamic-wind is based on the intuition that the
continuations active in a program which uses call/cc form a tree
data structure called the control tree [18]: each continuation corresponds to a singly-linked list of frames, and the continuations reified by a program may share frames with each other and/or with the
current continuation. Reflecting a previously reified continuation
means making a different node of the tree the current continuation.
A Scheme program handles the current control tree node in much
the same way as the dynamic environment. Together, they constitute the dynamic context.

3 Design Requirements for Thread Systems
In this section, we consider some of the design issues that arise
when adding threads to a higher-order language. We assume that
the thread system features a spawn operation. Spawn starts a new
thread and calls thunk (a thunk) in that new thread. The thread
terminates once thunk returns:

Conceptually, (dynamic-wind before thunk after) annotates the
continuation of the call to thunk with before and after. Calling an
escape procedure means travelling from the current node in the control tree to the node associated with to the previously reified continuation. This means ascending from the current node to the nearest
common ancestor of the two nodes, calling the after thunks along
the way, and then descending down to the target node, calling the
before thunks. Figure 2 shows such a path in the control tree.

(spawn thunk)

procedure

The presence of spawn in a language with call/cc, dynamicwind, and dynamic binding exposes a number of language design
choices, as these features interact in potentially subtle ways. Specifically, the ability to migrate continuations between threads, and the
interaction between dynamic binding and threads fundamentally affect the ability to write modular programs.

Using dynamic-wind for implementing dynamic binding assures
that part of the global state—the value of *dynamic-env*, in this
case—is set up to allow the continuation to run correctly. This
works well for dynamic binding, as changes to *dynamic-env*
are always easily reversible. However, in some situations a continuation might not be able to execute correctly because global state
has changed in an irreversible way. Figure 3 shows a typical code
fragment which employs dynamic-wind to ensure that the program
will close an input port immediately after a set of port operations
has completed (in the after thunk) as well as preventing the program
from inadvertently entering the code that performs file I/O after the
close has happened. Moreover, the before thunk prevents the port
access code from being re-entered because the port operations are
likely to have caused irreversible state changes.2 Thus, three main
uses for dynamic-wind emerge [18]:

3.1 Migrating continuations
A Scheme program can invoke an escape procedure in a thread different from the one where it was captured. Notably, this scenario
occurs in multithreaded web servers which use call/cc to capture
the rest of a partially completed interaction between the server and
a client: typically, the server will create a new thread for each new
request and therefore must be able to invoke the escape procedure
that was captured in the thread which handled the connection belonging to the previous step in the interaction [29].

1. extending the dynamic context associated with continuations

In MrEd, the Scheme platform on which PLT’s web server is based,
continuations are “local to a thread”—only the thread that created
an escape procedure can invoke it, forcing the web server to asso-

2 Even though it might be possible to redo changes on a file port,

this is usually impossible with, say, a network connection.
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(define (current-dynamic-context)
(let ((pair (call-with-current-continuation
(lambda (c) (cons #f c)))))
(if (car pair)
(call-with-values (car pair) (cdr pair))
(cdr pair))))

ciate a fixed thread with a session [14].3 While this may seem like
a technical restriction with a purely technical solution, this scenario
exposes serious general modularity issues: Modules may communicate escape procedures, and tying an escape procedure to a thread
restricts the implementation choices for a client which needs to invoke an escape procedure created by another module. If the escape
procedure is thread-local, the client cannot even tell if invoking it
might make the program fail; all it knows is that the invocation will
definitely fail if performed in a freshly created thread.

(define (with-dynamic-context context thunk)
(call-with-current-continuation
(lambda (done)
(context (cons thunk done)))))

Once continuations are allowed to migrate between threads, additional questions arise. In particular, the use of certain abstractions
might make the continuation sensitive to migration, which is usually not what the programmer intended.

(define (spoon thunk)
(let ((context (current-dynamic-context)))
(spawn
(lambda ()
(with-dynamic-context context thunk)))))

3.2 Dynamic binding and the thread system

Figure 4. Reifying and reflecting the dynamic context

Consider the following program fragment:

ent so that shutting down the custodian will kill the encapsulated thread along with all of its children.

(define f (make-fluid ’foo))

• Generally, programmers might expect (spawn f ) to behave
as similarly as possible to (f ). This is especially likely if the
programmer uses threads to exploit parallelism, in a similar
way to using futures [15], and thus merely wants to offload
parts of the computation to a different processor.

(bind-fluid f ’bar
(spawn
(lambda ()
(display (fluid-ref f)))))
Should the program print foo or should it print bar? This is a
well-known design issue with thread systems [13]. The general
question is this: Should a newly spawned thread inherit the dynamic
environment from the original thread—or, more precisely, from the
continuation of the call to spawn—or should it start with an empty
dynamic environment, assuming the default values for all fluids?4

3.3 Dynamic binding and modularity
The issue of fluid inheritance is most pertinent when a program
module keeps mutable data in fluids. Specifically, consider the following scenario: Program module A creates and uses fluids holding
mutable state. The fluids might be exported directly, or module A
might provide with-f abstractions roughly like the following:

For at least two dynamic entities, inheritance does not make sense:
the current control tree node and, if present, the current exception
handler, as they both conceptually reach back into the part of the
control tree belonging to the original thread. Thus, it is unclear what
should happen if the new thread ever tries to travel back to that part
of the tree. (For dynamic-wind, we discuss another closely related
issue in Section 4.1.) Instead, a newly spawned thread must start
with a fresh current exception handler and an empty control tree.

(define f (make-fluid default))
(define (with-f value thunk)
(bind-fluid f (... value ...) thunk))
A client of module A might want to create multiple threads, and use
the abstractions of module A from several of them. Generally, the
client might need to control the sharing of state held in f for each
new thread it creates in the following ways:

For all other dynamic bindings, it is unclear whether a single inheritance strategy will satisfy the needs of all programs. For many
entities typically held in fluids, it makes sense for a new thread to
inherit dynamic bindings from the thread which spawned it:

1. getting A’s default dynamic bindings,

• Scsh [32], tries to maintain an analogy between threads and
Unix processes, and keeps Unix process resources in fluids [13]. In Scsh, a special fork-thread operation acts like
spawn, but has the new thread inherit the values of the process
resources from the original thread.

2. creating a new binding for A by using with-f in the new
thread, or
3. inheriting the current thread’s dynamic environment.
If each thread starts up with a fresh dynamic environment, this degree of control is available:

• MzScheme [9] provides abstractions for running a Scheme
program in a protected environment, thus providing
operating-system-like capabilities [10]. Some of the entities
controlling the encapsulation of such programs are held in fluids (called parameters in MzScheme), such as the current custodian that controls resource allocation and destruction. Children of an encapsulated thread inherit the custodian of the par-

1. Starting a new thread with a fresh dynamic environment
means that it will get default bindings for all fluids.
2. Explicitly creating new bindings is possible via with-f .
3. It is still possible to implement a variant of spawn that does
cause the new thread to inherit the dynamic environment from
thread which created it.

3 This

restriction will be lifted in a future version of MrEd.
issue becomes more subtle with SRFI-18-like thread systems [4] with separate make-thread and thread-start! operations. Whose dynamic environment should the new thread inherit?
4 The

Figure 4 shows how to achieve the latter: As call/cc captures the dynamic context, it is possible to reify and reflect it,
along with the dynamic environment, through escape procedures.
4

Current-dynamic-context uses call/cc to create an escape
procedure associated with the current dynamic context, and packages it up as the cdr of a pair. The car of that pair is used to
distinguish between a normal return from call/cc and one from
with-dynamic-context which runs a thunk with the original
continuation—and, hence, the original dynamic context—in place
and restores its own continuation after the thunk has finished. With
the help of these two abstractions, spoon (for a “fluid-preserving
fork operation for threads,” a term coined by Alan Bawden) starts a
new thread which inherits the current dynamic environment.5

a virtualized thread system running on a uniprocessor and a multiprocessor where multiple threads can be active without any context
switch: If each thread ran on a different processor, no continuations
would ever be captured or invoked for a context switch, so a context
switch would never cause dynamic-wind thunks to run.
Thus, building a thread system on top of R5 RS call/cc leads
to complications and invalidates common uses of dynamic-wind.
(Similar complications occur in the presence of ML-style exception handling [1].) Hence, a more reasonable approach for implementations is to build threads natively into the system, and build
call/cc and dynamic-wind on top of it. In this scenario, each
newly spawned thread starts with an empty dynamic context.

Note that spoon causes the new thread to inherit the entire dynamic
context, including the current control tree node, and the current exception handler (if the Scheme system supports exception handling
in the style of ML.) This can lead to further complications [1]. Also,
inheritance is not the only possible solution to the security requirements of MrEd: Thread systems based on nested engines [2] such
as that of Scheme 48 allow defining custom schedulers. Here, a
scheduler has full control over the initial dynamic environment of
all threads spawned with it.

4.2 Dynamic binding vs. threads
In the presence of threads, the implementation of dynamic binding that keeps the current dynamic environment in a global variable
no longer works: all threads share the global variable, and, consequently, any application of bind-fluid is visible in other threads,
violating the intended semantics. Therefore, it is necessary to associate each thread with its own dynamic environment. Here are
some possible implementation strategies:

4 Implementing Concurrency
The previous section has already stated some of the design requirements and choices for an implementation of threads in a language with first-class continuations. Additional issues emerge
when actually implementing threads in the presence of call/cc
and dynamic-wind. In particular, many presentations of thread
systems build threads on top of the language, using call/cc to implement the context switch operation. However, this choice incurs
undesirable complications (especially in the presence of multiprocessing) when compared to the alternative—implementing threads
primitively and building the sequential language on top.

1. pass the dynamic environment around on procedure calls as
an implicit argument
2. keep looking for dynamic bindings in the *dynamic-env*
global variable, and change the value of this variable upon
every context switch, always setting it to the dynamic environment associated with the current thread
3. like #2, but keep the dynamic environment in the thread data
structure, and always access that instead of a global variable
#1 incurs overhead for every single procedure call; considering that
access and binding of fluid variables is relatively rare, this is an
excessive cost rarely taken by actual implementations. #2 is incompatible with multiprocessing, as multiple threads can access fluid
variables without intervening context switches. #3 is viable.

4.1 Dynamic-wind vs. the context switch
The presence of dynamic-wind makes call/cc less suitable for
implementing context-switch-like abstractions like coroutines or
thread systems: Uses of dynamic-wind may impose restrictions on
the use of the escape procedures incompatible with context switching.6 Consider the code from Figure 3. This code should continue
to work correctly if run under a Scheme system with threads—say,
in thread X. However, if the context switch operation of thread system is implemented using ordinary call/cc, each context switch
out of thread X means ascending up the control tree to the scheduler
(whose continuation frames constitute the shared part of tree)—
executing all after thunks of all dynamic-wind operations active within the current thread. The next context switch back into
thread X will then run the before thunks, which in this case will
make the program fail. Naturally, this is unacceptable.

All of these strategies require what is known as “deep binding”
in the Lisp community—fluid-ref always looks up the current
value of a fluid variable in a table, and only reverts to the toplevel value stored in the fluid itself when the table does not contain
a binding. Many Lisp implementations have traditionally favored
“shallow binding” that manages dynamic bindings by mutating the
fluid objects themselves. With shallow binding, access to a fluid
variable is simply dereferencing the fluid object; no table searching
is necessary. However, this technique is also fundamentally incompatible with multiprocessing because it mutates global state.

4.3 Virtual vs. physical processors

Moreover, if every context switch would run dynamic-wind before
and after thunks, the program would expose the difference between

The previous two sections have shown that a multiprocessor thread
system can potentially expose differences in implementation strategies for dynamic binding, as well as different ways of dealing with
dynamic-wind. These differences all concern the notion of “what
a thread is”—specifically, if a thread encompasses the dynamic context, or if it is an exterior, global entity.

5 The

same trick is applicable to promises which exhibit the
same issues, and which also do not capture the dynamic context:
the fluid-preserving versions of delay and force would be called
freeze and thaw.
6 Note that this is an inherent issue with the generality of
call/cc: Call/cc allows capturing contexts which simply are
not restorable because they require access to non-restorable resources. Providing a version of call/cc which does not capture
the dynamic context would violate the invariants guaranteed by
dynamic-wind and break most code which uses it.

A useful analogy is viewing a thread as a virtual processor [33]
running on a physical processor. In this view, the dynamic context
and the dynamic environment are akin to processor registers. In a
multiprocessor implementation of threads, each physical processor
5

indeed must keep those values in locations separate from that of
the other processors. Each of these processors can then run multiple threads, swapping the values of these registers on each context
switch. (This corresponds to Shivers’s notion of “continuation =
abstraction of processor state” as the entity being swapped upon a
context switch [33].) In this model, a thread accessing these registers cannot distinguish whether it is running in a uniprocessor or a
multiprocessor system.

procedure migration scenario: in this case, before the program installs the new continuation, it runs the active thread-wind after
thunks of the current thread, and the active before thunks of the
continuation being reflected.
Ideally, the before and after thunks are transparent to the running thread in the sense that running after invalidates whatever
state changes before has performed. Still, it is possible to use
thread-wind to set up more intrusive code to be run on context
switches, such as profiling, debugging, or benchmarking.

5 Thread-Aware Programming

5.2 Thread-local storage

The previous two sections have focused on protecting sequential
programs from the adverse effects resulting from the presence of
threads, and on decoupling previously present sequential abstractions such as dynamic-wind and dynamic binding from the thread
system as far as possible. However, the implementations of lowlevel abstractions occasionally benefit from access to the guts of the
thread system. Two abstractions provide this access in a systematic
way: the thread-wind operation allows running code local to a
thread upon context-switch operations, and thread-local cells are
an abstraction for managing thread-local storage. However, the use
of these facilities requires great care to avoid unexpected pitfalls.

The version of bind-fluid using thread-wind still is not correct
in the presence of multiprocessing, as all processors share the value
of *dynamic-env*. For correctly implementing dynamic binding, another conceptual abstraction is needed: thread-local storage. Thread-local storage is available through thread-local cells or
thread cells for short. Here is the interface to thread-local cells:
(make-thread-cell default)
(thread-cell-ref thread-cell)
(thread-cell-set! thread-cell value)

5.1 Extending the context switch operation

Make-thread-cell creates a reference to a thread cell with default value default, thread-cell-ref fetches its current value,
and thread-cell-set! sets it. Any mutations of a thread cell
are only visible in the thread which performs them. A thread cell
acts like a table associating each thread with a value which defaults
to default; thread-cell-ref accesses the table entry belonging
to the current thread, and thread-cell-set! modifies it.

Accessing state like the dynamic-wind context or the dynamic environment through processor registers is convenient and fast. However, as the scheduler needs to swap the values of these registers on
each context switch, they are not easily extensible: each new register requires an addition to the context-switch operation. Also, it is
occasionally desirable that a thread be able to specify code to be run
whenever control enters or exits that thread, thus making the context switch operation extensible. (Originally, dynamic-wind had
precisely that purpose, but, as pointed out in Section 4.1, this is not
reasonable in light of current usage of dynamic-wind.) Therefore,
we propose a new primitive:
(thread-wind before thunk after)

procedure
procedure
procedure

With thread cells, it is possible to implement dynamic binding correctly in the presence of multiprocessing: *dynamic-env*, instead
of being bound directly to the environment, is now a thread cell:
(define *dynamic-env*
(make-thread-cell (lambda (v) (cdr v))))

procedure
(define (make-fluid default) (cons ’fluid default))

In a program with only a single thread, thread-wind acts exactly
like dynamic-wind: before, thunk, and after are thunks; they run in
sequence, and the thread-wind application returns whatever thunk
returns. Moreover, before gets run upon each control transfer into
the application thunk, and after gets run after each transfer out of it.
Unlike with dynamic-wind, however, during the dynamic extent
of the call to thunk, every context switch out of the thread runs the
after thunk, and every context switch back in runs the before thunk.

(define (fluid-ref fluid)
((thread-cell-ref *dynamic-env*) fluid))
(define (bind-fluid fluid val thunk)
(let ((old-env (thread-cell-ref *dynamic-env*))
(new-env (shadow (thread-cell-ref *dynamic-env*)
fluid val)))
(dynamic-wind
(lambda ()
(thread-cell-set! *dynamic-env* new-env))
thunk
(lambda ()
(thread-cell-set! *dynamic-env* old-env)))))

Thread-wind is a low-level primitive; its primary intended purpose
is to control parts of the processor state not managed by the underlying, primitive thread system. For example, in a uniprocessor setting, it is possible to continue treating the variable *dynamic-env*
as a sort of register, and implement bind-fluid correctly by using
thread-wind instead of dynamic-wind:

5.3 Modularity issues

(define (bind-fluid fluid val thunk)
(let ((old-env *dynamic-env*)
(new-env (shadow *dynamic-env* fluid val)))
(thread-wind
(lambda () (set! *dynamic-env* new-env))
thunk
(lambda () (set! *dynamic-env* old-env)))))

While thread-local storage is a useful low-level abstraction, its use
in programs imposes restrictions which may have an adverse effect
on modularity. Consider the scenario from Section 3.3 with “dynamic binding/environment” replaced by “thread-local storage”:
module A creates and uses thread-local cells. This makes it much
harder and potentially confusing for the client to use threads and
control the sharing of among them. Here are the three choices for

The semantics of thread-wind extends smoothly to the escape
6

tion as R5 RS. (See Appendix D for details.) As compared to the
language covered by the R5 RS semantics, a procedure has a fixed
number of parameters and returns a single value, a procedure body
consists of a single expression, procedures do not have an identifying location, evaluation is always left-to-right, and if forms always
specify both branches. Mini-Scheme does, however, feature assignment, call-with-current-continuation and dynamic-wind.
Here is the expression syntax of Mini-Scheme:

dynamic binding, revisited for thread-local storage:
1. New threads get a fresh thread-local store with default values for the thread-local variables—in this respect, they behave
similarly to dynamic bindings.
2. Since thread-local storage is specifically not about binding, a
with-f -like abstraction may not be feasible.
3. Inheritance of the thread-local storage is not easily possible
for a new thread, as escape procedures do not capture the
thread-local store.

Exp −→ K | I | (E0 E*) | (lambda (I*) E0 )
| (if E0 E1 E2 ) | (set! I E)

Thus, if module A uses the thread-local store, the client has essentially no control over how A behaves with respect to the threads.
This is unfortunate as the client might use threads for any number
of reasons that in turn require different sharing semantics.

6.1 Denotational semantics
The semantic domains are analogous to those in R5 RS with changes
according to the restrictions of Mini-Scheme—expression continuations always take one argument. The definition of E * now needs
special multi-argument argument continuations.

Especially the migration of escape procedures between threads
raises troublesome questions with no obvious answer: As the escape procedure does not install the thread-local store from the
thread which reified it, a solution to option #3—unsharing module A’s state between the old and the new thread—becomes impossible. On the other hand, if the escape procedure were closed over
the thread-local store, it would need to capture a copy of the store—
otherwise, the name “thread-local storage” would be inappropriate,
and the ensuing sharing semantics would carry more potential for
confusion and error. Capturing the copy raises the next question:
At what time should the program create the copy? At the time of
capture, at the time of creating the new thread, or at the time of
invocation of the escape procedure? The only feasible solution to
the dilemma would be to make the thread-local store itself reifiable.
However, it is unclear whether this abstraction would have benefits
that outweigh the potential for confusion, and the inflexibility of
abstractions which use thread-local storage in restricting ways.

φ ∈ F = (E* → P → K → C)
κ∈K =E→C
κ0 ∈ K’ = E* → C
ω ∈ P = (F × F × P) + {root}

procedure values
expression continuations
argument continuations
dynamic points

In addition, P is the domain for dynamic points which are nodes in
the control tree: root is the root node, and all other nodes consist
of two thunks and a parent node. Figure 5 shows the semantics for
Mini-Scheme expressions. It is completely analogous to the R5 RS
version of the E function; the only addition is the propagation of
the current dynamic point. The auxiliary functions are analogous to
their R5 RS counterparts, apart from a change in applicate to take
dynamic points into account:
applicate : E → E* → P → K → C
applicate = λεε*ωκ . ε ∈ F → (ε | F)ε*ωκ, wrong “bad procedure”

Note that none of these problems manifest themselves in the implementation of dynamic binding presented in the previous section:
the dynamic-wind thunks ensure that the *dynamic-env* threadlocal-cell always holds the dynamic environment associated with
the current continuation. Consequently, it seems that thread-local
storage is a natural means for building other (still fairly low-level)
abstractions such as dynamic binding, but rarely appropriate for use
in higher-level abstractions or in applications.

Here is a version of the cwcc primitive implementing call-withcurrent-continuation which respects dynamic-wind:
cwcc : E* → P → K → C
[call-with-current-continuation]
cwcc =
onearg (λεωκ . ε ∈ F →
(applicate ε
h(λε*ω0 κ0 . travel ω0 ω(κ(ε* ↓ 1))) in Ei
ωκ),
wrong “bad procedure argument”)

6 Semantics
This section provides semantic specifications for a subset of
Scheme with dynamic-wind and threads. We start with a version of the R5 RS denotational semantics which describes the behavior of dynamic-wind. We then formulate a transition semantics equivalent to the denotational semantics, which in turn forms
the basis for a semantics for a concurrent version of the Scheme
subset. This concurrent semantics specifies the interaction between
dynamic-wind and threads. (We have also formulated a semantics
which accounts for multiprocessing and for thread-wind which
we have relegated to Appendix A. The appendix also contains an
augmented version of the entire R5 RS semantics.) Moreover, we
present a version of the denotational semantics with an explicit dynamic environment, and show that implementing the dynamic environment indirectly with dynamic assignment and dynamic-wind
is indeed equivalent to propagating it directly in the semantics, thus
demonstrating the utility of the semantics.

The escape procedure captures the dynamic point, and, when called,
“travels” from the current dynamic point to it, running the after and
before thunks in the process, before actually installing the continuation. Here is the definition of travel:
travel : P → P → C → C
travel = λω1 ω2 . travelpath (path ω1 ω2 )
The travelpath function performs the actual travelling along a sequence of thunks and dynamic points, running each thunk with the
corresponding dynamic point in place:
travelpath : (P × F)* → C → C
travelpath = λπ*θ . #π* = 0 → θ,
((π* ↓ 1) ↓ 2)hi((π* ↓ 1) ↓ 1)
(λε* . travelpath (π* † 1)θ)

For the definition of our subset of Scheme, Mini-Scheme, we employ the same terminology, and, where possible, the same nota-

The path function accepts two dynamic points and prefixes the journey between the two to its continuation argument:
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E : Exp → U → P → K → C
E * : Exp* → U → P → K0 → C
E [[(E0 E*)]] =
λρωκ . E *(hE0 i § E*)ρ ω (λε* . applicate (ε* ↓ 1) (ε* † 1) ωκ)
E [[(lambda (I*) E)]] =

E [[K]] = λρωκ . send (K [[K]]) κ
E [[I]] = λρωκ . hold (lookup ρ I)

(λε . ε = undefined →
wrong “undefined variable”,
send ε κ)
E [[(if E0 E1 E2 )]] =
λρωκ . E [[E0 ]] ρω (λε . truish ε → E [[E1 ]]ρωκ,
E [[E2 ]]ρωκ)
E [[(set! I E)]] =
λρωκ . E [[E]] ρ ω (λε . assign (lookup ρ I)
ε
(send unspecified κ))

λρωκ . send ((λε*ω0 κ0 . #ε* = #I* →
tievals(λα* . (λρ0 . E [[E]]ρ0 ω0 κ0 )
(extends ρ I* α*))
ε*,
wrong “wrong number of arguments”)
in E)
κ
E *[[ ]] = λρωκ0 . κ0 h i
E *[[E0 E*]] = λρωκ0 . E [[E0 ]] ρω (λε0 . E *[[E*]] ρω (λε* . κ0 (hε0 i § ε*)))

Figure 5. Semantics of Mini-Scheme expressions

6.2 Transition Semantics

path : P → P → (P × F)*
path = λω1 ω2 . (pathup ω1 (commonancest ω1 ω2 )) §
(pathdown (commonancest ω1 ω2 )ω2 )

The denotational semantics is an awkward basis for incorporating
concurrency. We therefore formulate a transition semantics [28]
based on the CEK machine [6] based on the denotational semantics
which is amenable to the addition of concurrency. Figure 6 shows
the semantics. We deliberately use the functional environment and
store mutatis mutandis and the same letters from the denotational
semantics to simplify the presentation.

The commonancest function finds the lowest common ancestor of
two dynamic points in the control tree. Leaving aside its definition
for a moment, pathup ascends in the control tree, picking up after
thunks, and pathdown descends, picking up before thunks:

pathup : P → P → (P × F)*
pathup =
The 7−→ relation describes transitions between states. Two kinds of
λω1 ω2 . ω1 = ω2 → hi,
state exist: either the underlying machine is about to start evaluating
h(ω1 , ω1 | (F × F × P) ↓ 2)i § (pathup (ω1 | (F × F × P) ↓ 3)ω2 )
an expression, or it must return a value to the current continuation.
The former kind is represented by a tuple hσ, hE, ρ, ω, κii where σ
pathdown : P → P → (P × F)*
is the current store, E is the expression to be evaluated, ρ is the
pathdown =
current environment, ω is the current dynamic point, and κ is the
λω1 ω2 . ω1 = ω2 → hi,
continuation of E. The latter kind of state is a tuple hσ, hκ, ω, εii;
(pathdown ω1 (ω2 | (F × F × P) ↓ 3)) § h(ω2 , ω2 | (F × F × P) ↓ 1)i
σ, κ, and ω are as before, and ε is the value being passed to κ.
The notable addition to the CEK machine is the path continuation
The commonancest function finds the lowest common ancestor of
which tracks the dynamic-wind after and before thunks that still
two dynamic points:
need to run before returning to the “real” continuation.
commonancest : P → P → P
commonancest =
λω1 ω2 . the only element of
{ω0 | ω0 ∈ (ancestors ω1 ) ∩ (ancestors ω2 ),
pointdepth ω0 ≥ pointdepth ω00
∀ω00 ∈ (ancestors ω1 ) ∩ (ancestors ω2 )}

6.3 Adding concurrency to the semantics

Figure 7 extends the sequential transition semantics by concurrency in a way similar to the semantic specification of Concurrent
ML [30]. The relation =⇒ operates on tuples, each of which consists of the global store and a process set containing the running
threads. Each process is represented by a unique identifier ι and a
pointdepth : P → N
state
γ which is the state of the sequential semantics, sans the store.
pointdepth = λω . ω = root → 0, 1 + (pointdepth (ω | (F × F × P) ↓ 3))
The newid function allocates an unused process identifier. The first
rule adds concurrency. The second rule (added to the sequential seThe ancestors function computes the set of ancestors of a node (inmantics) describes the behavior of spawn: the program must first
cluding the node itself):
evaluate spawn’s argument and pass the result to the spwn continuation. Once that happens, the third rule describes the creation of
ancestors : P → P P
ancestors = λω . ω = root → {ω}, {ω} ∪ (ancestors (ω | (F × F × P) ↓ 3))a new thread with an empty control tree and an empty continuation. The last rule removes a thread from the the system once it has
reached the empty continuation.
The dynamic-wind primitive calls its first argument, then calls its
second argument with a new node attached to the control tree, and
then calls its third argument:
6.4 Relating the semantics
dynamicwind : E* → P → K → C
To make a proposition about the relationship between the denotadynamicwind =
tional and the operational semantics, we use an evaluation functhreearg (λε1 ε2 ε3 ωκ . (ε1 ∈ F ∧ ε2 ∈ F ∧ ε3 ∈ F) →
tion and representation relations between the domains [31, Section
applicate ε1 hiω
12.6]. For lack of space, we can only sketch the development. Here
(λζ* . applicate ε2 hi((ε1 | F, ε3 | F, ω) in P)
is
(λε* . applicate ε3 hiω(λζ* . κε*))), the evaluation function:
wrong “bad procedure argument”)
eval(E, ρ, ω, κ, σ) = ε if hσ, hE, ρ, ω, κii 7−→∗ hσ0 , hstop, ω0 , εii
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σ

∈
κ

Sd
= L → (Ed × T)
ω ∈ Pd = (Fd × Fd × Pd ) + {root}
Stated
= Sd × PStated
φ ∈ Fd = hcl ρ, I*, Ei
PStated = (Ed × U × P × Kd ) | (Kd × Pd × Ed )
ε ∈ E d = . . . | M | Fd
∈ Kd = stop | hcnd E1 , E2 , ρ, κi | happ h. . ., ε, •, E, . . .i , ρ, ω, κi | hset! α, κi | hcwcc κi
| hdw •, E1 , E2 , ρ, ω, κi | hdw ε0 , •, E2 , ρ, ω, κi | hdw ε0 , ε1 , •, ρ, ω, κi
| hdwe ε1 , ε2 , ε3 , ρ, ω, κi | hdwe ε, ρ, ω, κi | hreturn ε, κi | hpath (ω, φ)*, ε, κi

hσ, hI, ρ, ω, κii
hσ, hK, ρ, ω, κii
hσ, h(lambda (I*) E0 ), ρ, ω, κii
hσ, h(if E0 E1 E2 ), ρ, ω, κii
hσ, h(E0 E*), ρ, ω, κii
hσ, h(set! I E), ρ, ω, κii
hσ, h(call/cc E), ω, κii
hσ, h(dynamic-wind E0 E1 E2 ), ρ, ω, κii

7−→
7−→
7−→
7−→
7−→
7−→
7−→
7−→

hσ, hκ, ω, σ(lookup ρ I) ↓ 1ii
hσ, hκ, ω, K [[K]]ii
hσ, hκ, ω, hcl ρ, I*, E0 iii
hσ, hE0 , ρ, ω, hcnd E1 , E2 , ρ, ω, κiii
hσ, hE0 , ρ, ω, happ h•, E*i , ρ, ω, κiii
hσ, hE, ρ, ω, hset! (lookup ρ I), κiii
hσ, hE, ρ, ω, hcwcc κiii
hσ, hE0 , ρ, ω, hdw •, E1 , E2 , ρ, ω, κiii

hσ, hhcnd E1 , E2 , ρ, ω, κi, ω0 , falseii
hσ, hhcnd E1 , E2 , ρ, ω, κi, ω0 , εii
hσ, hhapp h. . ., εi , •, Ei+2 , . . .i , ρ, ω, κi, ω0 , εi+1 ii
hσ, hhapp hε0 , . . ., εn−1 , •i , ρ, ω, κi, ω0 , εn ii

7−→
7−→
7−→
7−→

hσ, hhapp hε0 , •i , ρ, ω, κi, ω0 , ε1 ii
hσ, hhset! α, κi , ω0 , εii
hσ, hhcwcc κi , ω, εii
hσ, hhdw •, E1 , E2 , ρ, ω, κi, ω0 , ε0 ii
hσ, hhdw ε0 , •, E2 , ρ, ω, κi, ω0 , ε1 ii
hσ, hhdw ε0 , ε1 , •, ρ, ω, κi, ω0 , ε2 ii
σ, hdwe ε0 , ε1 , ε2 , ρ, ω, κi, ω0 , ε00
σ, hdwe ε2 , ρ, ω, κi, ω0 , ε01
hσ, hhreturn ε, κi , ω0 , ε0 ii
hσ, hhpath hi , ε, κi, ω0 , ε0 ii
hσ, hhpath h(ω0 , ε0 ), (ω1 , ε1 ), . . .i , ε, κi, ω0 , ε0 ii

7−→
7 →
−
7−→
7−→
7−→
7−→
7−→
7−→
7−→
7−→
7−→

hσ, hE2 , ρ, ω, κii
hσ, hE1 , ρ, ω, κii if ε 6= false
hσ, hEi+2 , ρ, ω, happ h. . ., εi , εi+1 , •, . . .i , ρ, ω, κiii
hσ[ε1 /α1 ] . . .[εn /αn ], hE0 , ρ0 [α1 /I1 ] . . .[αn /In ], ω, κii
if ε0 = hcl ρ0 , hI1 , . . ., In i , E0 i , α1 = new σ | L, α2 = new σ[ε1 /α1 ] | L, . . .
hσ, hhpath (path ωω0 ), ε1 , κ0 i , ω, unspecifiedii if ε0 = hcont ω0 , κ0 i
hσ[hε, truei /α], hκ, ω, unspecifiedii
hσ[hcont ω, κi /new σ], hE0 , ρ0 [new σ/I], ω, κii if ε = hcl ρ0 , hIi , E0 i
hσ, hE1 , ρ, ω, hdw ε0 , •, E2 , ρ, ω, κiii
hσ, hE2 , ρ, ω, hdw ε1 , ε2 , •, ρ, ω, κiii
hσ, hE0 , ρ0 , ω, hdwe ε0 , ε1 , ε2 , ρ, ω, κiii if ε0 = hcl ρ0 , hi , E0 i
hσ, hE1 , ρ1 , (ε0 , ε2 , ω), hdwe ε2 , ρ, ω, κiii if ε1 = hcl ρ1 , hi , E1 i
σ, E2 , ρ2 , ω, return ε01 , κ
if ε2 = hcl ρ2 , hi , E2 i
hσ, hκ, ω, εii
hσ, hκ, ω, εii
hσ, hE0 , ρ0 , ω0 , hpath h(ω1 , ε1 ), . . .i , ε, κiii if ε0 = hcl ρ0 , hi , E0 i

Figure 6. Transition semantics for Mini-Scheme
For constants and environments the relation is pointwise equivalence. For the function domains we require that for any related pair
of arguments and related pair of continuations, the result of function application is also in relation: hhcl ρ0 , hI1 , . . ., In i , E0 i, f i ∈
R f un ⊆ Fd × F iff, when hε̂1 , ε1 i ∈ R, . . ., hε̂n , εn i ∈ R and hκ̂, κi ∈
Rcont , hω̂, ωi ∈ Rd p , and α1 = new σ | L, α2 = new σ[ε1 /α1 ] | L, . . .:

environment domain and extends the semantic domain for procedures and dynamic points by a dynamic environment:
φ ∈ F = (E* → P → D → K → C)
ψ∈D=E→E
ω ∈ P = (F × F × P × D) + {root}

heval(E0 , ρ0 [α1 /I1 ] . . .[αn /In ], ω̂, κ̂, σ̂[ε1 /α1 ] . . .[εn /αn ]), f εκσi ∈ R∗
Analogously, two continuations are related by Rcont if the result of
applying them to related arguments is in the relation. As both semantics use the same representation for dynamic points, the relation
Rd p only needs to use R f un to relate the before and after thunks.
The relation R unions the relations for values, the relation R∗ relates errors and ⊥ in addition to R. Stores are related by Rstore if
the locations are equal and the values are related by R. The proof
of the following proposition is by induction over the length of the
derivation in the transition semantics, and via structural induction
on E:

procedure values
dynamic environments
dynamic points

The initial dynamic environment is ψinit = λε . (ε | Ep ↓ 2). The
dynamic environment is threaded through the evaluation exactly
like the dynamic point. (Revised evaluation functions are in Appendix B.) All previous definitions can be adapted mutatis mutandis
except for dynamicwind which needs to insert the dynamic environment into this created point and travelpath which calls the thunks
with the environment from the point:
dynamicwind : E* → P → D → K → C
dynamicwind =
threearg (λε1 ε2 ε3 ωψκ . (ε1 ∈ F ∧ ε2 ∈ F ∧ ε3 ∈ F) →
applicate ε1 hiωψ
(λζ* . applicate ε2 hi((ε1 | F, ε3 | F, ω, ψ) in P)ψ
(λε* . applicate ε3 hiωψ(λζ* . κε*))),
wrong “bad procedure argument”)

P ROPOSITION 1. For any Mini-Scheme expression E and environment ρ, if hκ̂, κi ∈ Rcont , hω̂, ωi ∈ Rd p , and hσ̂, σi ∈ Rstore , then
heval(E, ρ, ω̂, κ̂, σ̂), E [[E]]ρωκσi ∈ R∗

travelpath : (P × F)* → C → C
travelpath = λπ*θ . #π* = 0 → θ,
((π* ↓ 1) ↓ 2)hi((π* ↓ 1) ↓ 1)(((π* ↓ 1) ↓ 1) ↓ 4)
(λε* . travelpath (π* † 1)θ)

6.5 Semantics for dynamic binding
This section extends the denotational semantics for Mini-Scheme
with a dynamic environment. We use the denotational semantics for
dynamic-wind to prove the indirect implementation of dynamic
binding from Section 2.2. The new semantics requires a dynamic

The only additions are the definitions for creating, referencing, and
binding dynamic variables:
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ι
τ = hι, γi
Ψ

I
Z = I × PStated
P fin I

∈
∈
∈

process IDs
processes
process sets

hσ, γi 7−→ σ0 , γ0
hσ, Ψ ∪ {hι, γi}i =⇒ σ0 , Ψ ∪ {hι, γ0 i}
hσ, h(spawn E), ρ, ω, κii 7−→ hσ, hE, ρ, ω, hspwn κiii
hσ, Ψi =⇒ σ, Ψ0 ∪ {hι, hκ, unspecifiedii , hnewid Ψ, hE, ρ, root, stopii}

if Ψ = Ψ0 ∪ {hι, hspwn κ, εii}, ε = hcl ρ, hi , Ei

hσ, Ψ ∪ {hι, hstop, εii}i =⇒ hσ, Ψi
Figure 7. Concurrent evaluation

E d [[(make-fluid E)]] = E d [[(cons ’fluid E)]]

In the direct case the denotation of E d [[E]]ρκωσψ is
E d [[E0 ]]ρκωσψ[ε/ f ]. The denotations of E0 are equal by the
induction hypothesis because hω, ψ[ f /v]i w ω̂0 .

fluidref : E* → P → D → K → C
fluidref = onearg (λεωψκ . send (ψ ε)κ)

Case E=(call/cc E0 ): For the direct implementation, the escape
procedure is λεω0 ψ0 κ0 . travel ω0 ω(κε); the continuation is closed
over the dynamic environment ψ. For the indirect implementation,
the denotation is λεω̂0 κ0 . travel ω0 ω̂(κε). We show that the denotations of the escape procedures are equal if hω0 , ψ0 i w ω̂0 by case
analysis of the application’s dynamic point:

bindfluid : E* → P → D → K → C
bindfluid =
threearg (λε1 ε2 ε3 ωψκ . ε3 ∈ F→ (ε3 |F) hi σ ψ[ε1 /ε2 ] κ,
wrong “bad procedure argument”)
Again, we relate the semantics—there is only space for an informal
outline of the actual proof:

1. ω̂0 = ω̂ or ω̂0 = h. . ., ω̂i and none of the intermediate dynamic
points was generated by a bind-fluid. This corresponds to
an application of the escape procedure within the body of the
call/cc without an intermediate bind-fluid. This means
that αψ is not modified and remains equal to ψ. In both cases
travelpath evaluates all thunks with dynamic environment ψ.

w relates a pair of a dynamic point ω and a dynamic environment ψ
in the direct implementation with a dynamic points in the indirect
implementation ω̂, where αψ = ρ *dynamic-env*. hω, ψi w ω̂ iff
ψ = ψinit and ω = ω̂ or all of:
ω = hε1,1 , ε2,1 , h. . ., hε1,i , ε2,i , ω0 , ψi, . . .i, ψi
ω̂ = hε1,1 , ε2,1 , h. . ., hε1,i , ε2,i , hε1 , ε2 , ω̂0 iiii
hω0 , (ω0 ↓ 4)i w ω̂0
ε1 = λε*ωκ . λσ . send unspecified κ σ[hψ, truei/αψ ]
ε2 = λε*ωκ . λσ . send unspecified κ σ[h(ω0 ↓ 4), truei/αψ ]

2. ω̂ is an ancestor of ω̂0 , w.l.o.g. ω̂0 = h. . ., hε01 , ε02 , ω̂ii
where hε01 , ε02 , ω̂i was introduced by a bind-fluid.
Then commonancest ω̂0 ω̂ = ω̂.
This means
pathdown (commonancest ω̂0 ω̂)ω̂ = hi and travelpath is
applied to pathup ω̂0 ω̂ = h. . ., hω̂0 , ε02 ii. ε02 sets σαψ to
ψ because hω, ψi w ω̂. The definition of w ensures that
the intermediate thunks are applied in equal dynamic
environments.

To abbreviate the presentation, we use value identifiers (lower-case
or greek) in place of expressions evaluating to the corresponding
values.

3. Otherwise, the common ancestor is some other dynamic
point ωa i.e. ω̂ = h. . ., hε1 , ε2 , ωa ii. Then, travelω0 ω̂ =
travelpath((pathup ω0 ωa ) § (pathdown ωa ω̂)). The second
part of the argument sequence, pathdown ωa ω̂, is equal to
h. . ., hω̂, ε1 ii. That is, travelpath will call ε1 as last function
of the sequence, which sets αψ to ψ. Again the intermediate thunks are applied with identical dynamic environments
because of w.

P ROPOSITION 2. If either αψ holds the value of (lambda (v)
(cdr v)) and ψ = ψinit , or ψ = ψinit [ f /ε] . . . and αψ holds
the value of (shadow ...(extend *dynamic-env* f ε)...),
then E [[(fluid-ref E)]] ρω = E d [[(fluid-ref E)]] ρω0 ψ for
all E.
T HEOREM 1. E [[E]]ρω̂κ̂σ̂ = E d [[E]]ρωκσψ holds if
hω, ψi w ω̂
σ̂αψ = ψ
σ̂ε = σ ε for ε 6= αψ
κ̂ = λvσ . κ v σ[ψ/αψ ]

7 Related Work
R5 RS [21] contains information on the history of call/cc in
Scheme, which was part of the language (initially under a different name) from the beginning. Dynamic-wind was originally
suggested by Richard Stallman, and reported by Friedman and
Haynes [18]. Friedman and Haynes make the terminological distinction between the “plain” continuations that are just reified metalevel continuations, and “cobs” (“continuation objects”), the actual
escape procedures, which may perform work in addition to replacing the current meta-level continuation by another.

The proof is by structural induction on E. The relevant cases are:
Case E=(bind-fluid f ε εt ): Let E0 be the body of εt . By
Proposition 2, the definitions of bind-fluid, and the denotation
of dynamic-wind, the denotation of E [[E]]ρκ̂ω̂σ̂ is E [[E0 ]]ρκ̂0 ω̂0 σ̂0
with
σ̂0 αψ = ψ[ε/ f ]
ω̂0 = hε01 , ε02 , ω̂i
ε01 = λε*ωκ . λσ . send unspecified κ σ[hψ[ε/ f ], truei/αψ ]
ε02 = λε*ωκ . λσ . send unspecified κ σ[hψ, truei/αψ ]
κ̂0 = λvω . κ̂ v σ[hψ, truei/αψ ]

Dynamic-wind first appeared in the Scheme language definition
in R5 RS. Sitaram, in the context of the run and fcontrol control operators, associates “prelude” and “postlude” procedures with
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each continuation delimiter. This mechanism is comparable to
dynamic-wind [35]. Dybvig et al. also describe a similar but more
general mechanism called process filters for subcontinuations [19].
Filinski uses call/cc to transparently implement layered monads [8]. He shows how to integrate multiple computational effects
effects by defining the relevant operators in terms of call/cc and
state, and then re-defining call/cc to be compatible with the new
operators. Filinski notes that that this is similar in spirit to the redefinition of call/cc to accomodate dynamic-wind, and the goals of
Filinski’s work and of dynamic-wind are fundamentally similar.

proposing the use of delimited continuations—so-called subcontinuations—to express intuitive behavior. All of this work is largely
orthogonal to ours which is largely concerned with concurrency as
a programming paradigm. However, in our view, this confirms our
conclusion that comingling threads and continuations leads to undesirable complications.

8 Conclusion
Combining first-class continuations, dynamic-wind, dynamic
binding, and concurrency in a single functional language is akin
to walking a minefield. The design space exhibits many peculiarities, and its size is considerable; existing systems occupy different places within it. Some design choices lead to semantic or implementation difficulties, others impact the programmer’s ability to
write modular multithreaded programs. In general, the discussion
about the correct way to combine these facilities has been plagued
by controversy and confusion. In this paper, we have examined the
interactions between them in a systematic way. The most important
insights are:

The implementation of thread systems using call/cc goes back
to Wand [38]. Haynes, Friedman, and others further develop this
approach to implementing concurrency [17, 2]. It is also the basis for the implementation of Concurrent ML [30]. Shivers rectifies many of the misunderstandings concerning the relationship
between (meta-level) continuations and threads [33]. Many implementors have since noted that call/cc is an appropriate explicative aid for understanding threads, but that it is not the right tool for
implementing them, especially in the presence of dynamic-wind.
Dynamic binding goes back to early versions of Lisp [36]. Even
though the replacement of dynamic binding by lexical binding was
a prominent contribution of early Scheme, dynamic binding has
found its way back into most implementations of Scheme and Lisp.

• It is better to build first-class continuations and dynamicwind on top of a native thread system rather than building
the thread system on top of continuations.
• Decoupling threads from the sequential part of the programming language leads to clean semantic specifications and
easier-to-understand program behavior.

The inheritance issue for the dynamic environment also appears in
the implementation of parallelism via futures, as noted in Feeley’s
Ph.D. thesis [3] and Moreau’s work on the semantics of dynamic
binding[27]. In the context of parallelism, inheritance is important
because the future construct [15] is ideally a transparent annotation. This notion causes considerable complications for call/cc;
Moreau investigates the semantical issues [26]. Inheritance is also
a natural choice for concurrency in purely functional languages: in
the Glasgow implementation of Concurrent Haskell, a new thread
inherits the implicit parameters [24] from its parent. Most implementations of Common Lisp which support threads seem to have
threads inherit the values of special (dynamically scoped) variables
and share their values with all other threads.

• Abstractions for thread-aware programming are useful, but
their use can have a negative impact on modularity and thus
requires great care.
• The semantic interaction between threads and dynamic binding in Scheme is easiest to explain when newly created threads
start with a fresh dynamic context. Even though this design
option is not current practice in many systems, it also offers the greatest flexibility when writing modular abstractions
which use threads and dynamic binding.
Our work opens a number of avenues for further research. In
particular, an equational specification for dynamic-wind in the
style of Felleisen and Hieb’s framework [7] would be very useful. This could also be the basis for characterizing “benevolent”
uses of dynamic-wind and thread-wind that do not interfere with
call/cc in undesirable ways.

The situation is different in concurrent implementations of Scheme:
Scheme is not a purely functional language, and threads are typically not a transparent annotation for achieving parallelism. Therefore, Scheme implementations supporting threads and dynamic
binding have made different choices: In MzScheme [9], fluid variables (called parameters) are inherited; mutations to parameters are
only visible in the thread that performs them. The upcoming version of Gambit-C has inheritance, but parameters refer to shared
cells [5]. Fluids in Scheme 48 [22] are not inherited, and do not support mutation. Scsh [34] supports a special kind of thread fluid [13]
where inheritance can be specified upon creation. Discussion on
the inheritance and sharing issues has often been controversial [5].
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ω
ϕ
ς
Π
π*
β

∈
∈
∈
∈
∈
∈

P = (F × F × T × P) + {root}
W
J = idle | running I
W→J
G = (P × F)*
B = P fin (I × P × Y)

dynamic points and thread points
processor
processor state
processor map
thread-wind paths
idle threads

hσ, γi 7−→ σ0 , γ0
hσ, Ψ ∪ {hι, γi}, Π, βi Z=⇒ σ0 , Ψ ∪ {hι, γ0 i}, Π, β
hσ, Ψ ∪ {hι, hstop, ω, εii}, Π, βi Z=⇒ hσ, Ψ, Π[idle/ϕ], βi

if Πϕ = running ι

hσ, h(spawn E), ρ, ω, κi, Π, βi Z=⇒ hσ, hE, ρ, ω, hspwn κii , Π, βi
hσ, Ψ, Π, βi Z=⇒ σ, Ψ0 ∪ {hι, hκ, unspecifiedii} , β ∪ {hnewid Ψ β, root, hE, ρ, root, stopii}
if Ψ = Ψ0 ∪ {hι, hspwn κ, εii}, ε = hcl ρ, hi , Ei
hσ, Ψ ∪ {hι, hκ, ω, εii} , Π, βi Z=⇒ hσ, Ψ ∪ {hι, hhtpath (pathupm ω), ε, hsuspend κii , ω, unspecifiedii} , Π, βi
if κ does not contain tpath
hσ, Ψ ∪ {hι, hhsuspend κi , ω, εii} , Π, βi Z=⇒ hσ, Ψ, Π[idle/ϕ], β ∪ {hι, ω, hκ, ω, εii}i

if Πϕ = running ι

hσ, Ψ, β ∪ {hι, ω, hκ, ω, εii}i Z=⇒ hσ, Ψ ∪ {hι, hhtpath (pathdownm ω), ε, κi, ω, unspecifiedii} , Π[running ι/ϕ], βi
hσ, hhtpath hi , ε, κi, ω0 , ε0 ii
hσ, hhtpath h(ω0 , ε0 ), (ω1 , ε1 ), . . .i , ε, κi, ω0 , ε0 ii

7−→
7−→

hσ, hκ, ω, εii
hσ, hE0 , ρ0 , ω0 , htpath h(ω1 , ε1 ), . . .i , ε, κiii

if Πϕ = idle

if ε0 = hcl ρ0 , hi , E0 i

hσ, h(thread-wind E0 E1 E2 ), ρ, ω, κii

7−→

hσ, hE0 , ρ, ω, htw •, E1 , E2 , ρ, ω, κiii

hσ, hhtw •, E1 , E2 , ρ, ω, κi, ω0 , ε0 ii
hσ, hhtw ε0 , •, E2 , ρ, ω, κi, ω0 , ε1 ii
hσ, hhtw ε0 , ε1 , •, ρ, ω, κi, ω0 , ε2 ii
σ, hdwe ε0 , ε1 , ε2 , ρ, ω, κi, ω0 , ε00
σ, htwe ε0 , ε1 , ε2 , ρ, ω, κi, ω0 , ε00

7 →
−
7−→
7−→
7−→
7−→

hσ, hE1 , ρ1 , ω, htw ε0 , •, E2 , ρ, ω, κiii
hσ, hE2 , ρ2 , ω, htw ε1 , ε2 , •, ρ, ω, κiii
hσ, hE0 , ρ0 , ω, htwe ε0 , ε1 , ε2 , ρ, ω, κiii if ε0 = hcl ρ0 , hi , E0 i
hσ, hE1 , ρ0 , (ε0 , ε2 , false, ω), hdwe ε2 , ρ, ω, κiii if ε1 = hcl ρ1 , hi , E1 i
hσ, hE1 , ρ0 , (ε0 , ε2 , true, ω), hdwe ε2 , ρ, ω, κiii if ε1 = hcl ρ1 , hi , E1 i

pathupm : P → G
pathupm =
λω . ω = root → hi ,
(ω | (F × F × T × P) ↓ 3) = true → h(ω, ω | (F × F × T × P) ↓ 2)i § (pathupm (ω | (F × F × T × P) ↓ 4)),
(pathupm (ω | (F × F × T × P) ↓ 4))
pathdownm : P → G
pathdownm =
λω . ω = root → hi ,
(ω | (F × F × T × P) ↓ 3) = true → (pathdownm (ω | (F × F × T × P) ↓ 4)) § h(ω, ω | (F × F × T × P) ↓ 2)i,
(pathdownm (ω | (F × F × T × P) ↓ 4))
Figure 8. Multiprocessor evaluation

A Multiprocessing and Thread-wind
Figure 8 shows how to extend the sequential transition semantics
from Section 6.3 to account for multiprocessing and thread-wind:
The 7−→ relation operates on machine states hσ, Ψ, Π, βi. As before, σ is the global store, Ψ is still a process set, but contains only
the threads currently running on a processor. Π is a processor map
mapping a processor to a processor state, which is either idle or
running ι for a processor running the thread with ID ι. β is the
set of of idle threads waiting to be scheduled on a processor. Each
member of this set consists of the thread ID, the dynamic point to
return to, and the state of that thread.

process sets as arguments.) The last three rules control the swapping in and swapping out of threads: The first of these prepares a
thread for swap-out, prefixing the current continuation with a winding path and a suspend marker. (For simplicity, we allow swapping
out only when returning a value to a continuation.) The winding
path is obtained by travelling up the control tree, only collecting
after thunks introduced by thread-wind. (The new P domain distinguishes between nodes introduced by dynamic-wind and those
introduced by thread-wind by a new boolean flag.) The subsequent rule actually performs the swapping out once the thread has
reached the suspend marker. The last rule swaps a thread back in,
prefixing the path back down to the target control node.

The rules for running threads and spawning new ones are much as
before, only extended to account for the new machine state components. (The newid function now takes both the active and idle

The tpath continuation works exactly the same as the path continuation, with the only exception that a processor running a thread
in the midst of tpath continuation cannot swap that thread out.
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E d [[K]] = λρωψκ . send (K [[K]]) κ
E d [[I]] = λρωψκ . hold (lookup ρ I)

E d : Exp → U → P → D → K → C
E d * : Exp* → U → P → D → K → C
E d [[(E0 E*)]] =
λρωψκ . E d *(hE0 i § E*)

ρ ω ψ (λε* . applicate (ε* ↓ 1) (ε* † 1) ωψκ)

E d [[(lambda (I*) E)]] =

(λε . ε = undefined →
λρωψκ .
wrong “undefined variable”,
send ((λε*ω0 ψ0 κ0 . #ε* = #I* →
send ε κ)
tievals(λα* . (λρ0 . E d [[E]]ρ0 ω0 ψ0 κ0 )
E d [[(if E0 E1 E2 )]] =
(extends ρ I* α*))
λρωψκ . E d [[E0 ]] ρωψ (λε . truish ε → E d [[E1 ]]ρωψκ,
ε*,
E d [[E2 ]]ρωψκ)
wrong “wrong number of arguments”)
E d [[(set! I E)]] =
in E)
λρωψκ . E d [[E]] ρ ωψ (λε . assign (lookup ρ I)
κ
ε
E
*[[ ]] = λρωψκ . κh i
d
(send unspecified κ))
E d *[[E0 E*]] =
λρωψκ . E d [[E0 ]] ρωψ (single(λε0 . E d *[[E*]] ρωψ (λε* . κ (hε0 i § ε*))))
Figure 9. Semantics of Mini-Scheme with dynamic environment

B Semantics for Mini-Scheme with dynamic
binding

(define (point-after p)
(cdar p))

Figure 9 describes evaluation functions E and E * for Mini-Scheme
with dynamic binding as described in Section 6.5.

Filinski’s framework for representing monads provides two functions reify and reflect which mediate between computations
and values (the macro reify* simply wraps its argument into a
thunk to shorten the rest of the examples):

C Defining dynamic-wind using the continuation monad

(define (reflect meaning)
(shift k (extend k meaning)))

The published version of R5 RS says:

(define (reify thunk)
(reset (eta (thunk))))

The
definition
of
call-with-currentcontinuation in Section 8.2 is incorrect because it is incompatible with dynamic-wind. As
shown in Section 4 of [1], however, this incorrect
semantics is adequate to define the shift and
reset operators, which can then be used to define
the correct semantics of both dynamic-wind and
call-with-current-continuation.

(define-syntax reify*
(syntax-rules ()
((reify* body ...)
(reify (lambda () body ...)))))
See [12] for a Scheme version of Filinski’s definition of shift
and reset in terms of call/cc. The procedures eta and extend
correspond to the usual monadic unit and extension functions. In
Haskell, eta is known as return and extend as bind or the infix
operator >>=.

The origin of this comment is unclear, and there is no
published (or, to our knowledge, any) implementation of
call-with-current-continuation and dynamic-wind to support this claim. We work out the details here. Our implementation
represents a dynamic point as a pair of a pair of a before and an
after thunk, and the parent point. The root point is represented as
the empty list.

Defining the continuation monad requires defining eta and
extend. The datatype of the plain continuation monad contains
a procedure which accepts a continuation as its argument and delivers its result by applying a continuation. The unit operation delivers
a value by applying the continuation. The extension operation puts
the function into the continuation:

(define root-point ’())
(define root-point? null?)

(define (eta a)
(lambda (c) (c a)))

(define (make-point before after parent)
(cons (cons before after) parent))

(define (extend k m)
(lambda (c)
(m (lambda (v) ((k v) c)))))

(define (point-parent p)
(cdr p))
(define (point-depth p)
(if (root-point? p)
0
(+ 1 (point-depth (point-parent p)))))

For actually running programs, an evaluation function which supplies the identity function to its argument comes in handy:

(define (point-before p)
(caar p))

The definition of call/cc is straightforward:

(define (eval m)
((reify m) (lambda (v) v)))
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(define (call/cc h)
(reflect
(lambda (c)
(let ((k (lambda (v)
(reflect (lambda (c-prime) (c v))))))
((reify* (h k)) c)))))
To incorporate dynamic-wind we pair the continuation function
with a dynamic point. Eta still applies the continuation to its argument, while extend supplies the same dynamic point to both of its
arguments.
(define (eta a)
(lambda (cdp) ((car cdp) a)))
(define (extend k m)
(lambda (cdp)
(m (cons (lambda (v) ((k v) cdp)) (cdr cdp)))))

(define (travel-to-point! here target)
(cond ((eq? here target) ’done)
((or (root-point? here)
(and (not (root-point? target))
(< (point-depth here)
(point-depth target))))
(travel-to-point! here (point-parent target))
(with-point target
(lambda () ((point-before target)))))
(else
(with-point here
(lambda () ((point-after here))))
(travel-to-point! (point-parent here)
target))))
The algorithm seeks the common ancestor by first walking up from
lower of the two points until it is at the same level as the other. Then
it alternately walks up one step at each of the points until it arrives
at the same point, which is the common ancestor. The algorithms
runs the after thunks walking up the source branch and winds up
running the before thunks walking up the target branch. The helper
procedure with-point takes a dynamic point and a thunk as its
arguments and evaluates the thunk with the current continuation
and the supplied point:

The evaluation procedure takes a thunk representing the computation as argument, reifies it and applies it to the identity continuation
and the root point:
(define (eval m)
((reify m) (cons (lambda (v) v) root-point)))

(define (with-point point thunk)
(reflect
(lambda (cdp)
((reify* (thunk))
(cons (lambda (v) ((car cdp) v)) point)))))

Dynamic-wind evaluates first evaluates the before thunk. It then
evaluates the body thunk with a new dynamic point, before it evaluates the after thunk with a continuation which applies the continuation of the dynamic-wind to the result of the body.
(define (dynamic-wind before thunk after)
(reflect
(lambda (cdp)
((reify* (before))
(cons (lambda (v1)
((reify* (thunk))
(cons (lambda (v2)
((reify* (after))
(cons (lambda (v3)
((car cdp) v2))
(cdr cdp))))
(make-point before after
(cdr cdp)))))
(cdr cdp))))))

D Denotational Semantics
[This is a version of the denotational semantics in R5 RS with
dynamic-wind. We have copied the text verbatim, only making
the necessary changes to account for the management of dynamic
points.]
This section provides a formal denotational semantics for the primitive expressions of Scheme and selected built-in procedures. The
concepts and notation used here are described in [37]; the notation
is summarized below:
h . . .i
s↓k
#s
s§t
s†k
t → a, b
ρ[x/i]
x in D
x|D

Call/cc is responsible for generating an escape procedure which
calls the appropriate set of before and after thunks. The following
code defers this to the procedure Travel-to-point!:
(define (call/cc h)
(reflect
(lambda (cdp)
(let ((k (lambda (v)
(reflect
(lambda (cdp-prime)
((reify* (travel-to-point!
(cdr cdp-prime)
(cdr cdp)))
(cons (lambda (ignore)
((car cdp) v))
(cdr cdp))))))))
((reify* (h k)) cdp)))))

sequence formation
kth member of the sequence s (1-based)
length of sequence s
concatenation of sequences s and t
drop the first k members of sequence s
McCarthy conditional “if t then a else b”
substitution “ρ with x for i”
injection of x into domain D
projection of x to domain D

The reason that expression continuations take sequences of values
instead of single values is to simplify the formal treatment of procedure calls and multiple return values.
The boolean flag associated with pairs, vectors, and strings will be
true for mutable objects and false for immutable objects.
The order of evaluation within a call is unspecified. We mimic that
here by applying arbitrary permutations permute and unpermute,
which must be inverses, to the arguments in a call before and after
they are evaluated. This is not quite right since it suggests, incorrectly, that the order of evaluation is constant throughout a program

Travel-to-point! implements an ingenious algorithm invented
by Pavel Curtis for Scheme Xerox and used in Scheme 48:
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D.3 Semantic functions

(for any given number of arguments), but it is a closer approximation to the intended semantics than a left-to-right evaluation would
be.

K : Con → E
E : Exp → U → P → K → C
E * : Exp* → U → P → K → C
C : Com* → U → P → C → C

The storage allocator new is implementation-dependent, but it must
obey the following axiom: if new σ ∈ L, then σ(newσ|L) ↓ 2 = false.
The definition of K is omitted because an accurate definition of K
would complicate the semantics without being very interesting.

Definition of K deliberately omitted.

E [[K]] = λρωκ . send (K [[K]]) κ

If P is a program in which all variables are defined before being
referenced or assigned, then the meaning of P is

E [[I]] = λρωκ . hold (lookup ρ I)

(single(λε . ε = undefined →
wrong “undefined variable”,
send ε κ))

E [[((lambda (I*) P’) hundefinedi . . .)]]
where I* is the sequence of variables defined in P, P 0 is the sequence
of expressions obtained by replacing every definition in P by an assignment, hundefinedi is an expression that evaluates to undefined,
and E is the semantic function that assigns meaning to expressions.

E [[(E0 E*)]] =
λρωκ . E *(permute(hE0 i § E*))

D.1 Abstract syntax

E [[(lambda (I*) Γ* E0 )]] =

K ∈ Con
I ∈ Ide
E ∈ Exp
Γ ∈ Com = Exp

ρ
ω
(λε* . ((λε* . applicate (ε* ↓ 1) (ε* † 1) ωκ)
(unpermute ε*)))

λρωκ . λσ .
new σ ∈ L →
send (hnew σ | L,
λε*ω0 κ0 . #ε* = #I* →
tievals(λα* . (λρ0 . C [[Γ*]]ρ0 ω0 (E [[E0 ]]ρ0 ω0 κ0 ))
(extends ρ I* α*))
ε*,
wrong “wrong number of arguments”i
in E)
κ
(update (new σ | L) unspecified σ),
wrong “out of memory” σ

constants, including quotations
identifiers (variables)
expressions
commands

Exp −→ K | I | (E0 E*)
| (lambda (I*) Γ* E0 )
| (lambda (I* . I) Γ* E0 )
| (lambda I Γ* E0 )
| (if E0 E1 E2 ) | (if E0 E1 )
| (set! I E)

E [[(lambda (I* . I) Γ* E0 )]] =

λρωκ . λσ .
new σ ∈ L →
send (hnew σ | L,
λε*ω0 κ0 . #ε* ≥ #I* →
tievalsrest
(λα* . (λρ0 . C [[Γ*]]ρ0 ω0 (E [[E0 ]]ρ0 ω0 κ0 ))
(extends ρ (I* § hIi) α*))
ε*
(#I*),
wrong “too few arguments”i in E)
κ
(update (new σ | L) unspecified σ),
wrong “out of memory” σ

D.2 Domain equations
α∈L
ν∈N
T
Q
H
R
Ep
Ev
Es
M
φ∈F
ε∈E
σ∈S
ρ∈U
θ∈C
κ∈K
A
X
ω∈P

locations
natural numbers
= {false, true}
booleans
symbols
characters
numbers
= L×L×T
pairs
= L* × T
vectors
= L* × T
strings
= {false, true, null, undefined, unspecified}
miscellaneous
= L × (E* → P → K → C) procedure values
= Q + H + R + E p + Ev + Es + M + F
expressed values
= L → (E × T)
stores
= Ide → L
environments
=S→A
command continuations
= E* → C
expression continuations
answers
errors
= (F × F × P) + {root}
dynamic points

E [[(lambda I Γ* E0 )]] = E [[(lambda (. I) Γ* E0 )]]
E [[(if E0 E1 E2 )]] =
λρωκ . E [[E0 ]] ρω (single (λε . truish ε → E [[E1 ]]ρωκ,
E [[E2 ]]ρωκ))
E [[(if E0 E1 )]] =
λρωκ . E [[E0 ]] ρω (single (λε . truish ε → E [[E1 ]]ρωκ,
send unspecified κ))

Here and elsewhere, any expressed value other than undefined may
be used in place of unspecified.
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E [[(set! I E)]] =
λρωκ . E [[E]] ρ ω (single(λε . assign (lookup ρ I)

permute : Exp* → Exp*

ε
(send unspecified κ)))

unpermute : E* → E*

E *[[E0 E*]] =
λρωκ . E [[E0 ]] ρω (single(λε0 . E *[[E*]] ρω (λε* . κ (hε0 i § ε*))))

onearg : (E → P → K → C) → (E* → P → K → C)
onearg =
λζε*ωκ . #ε* = 1 → ζ(ε* ↓ 1)ωκ,
wrong “wrong number of arguments”

C [[ ]] = λρωθ . θ
C [[Γ0 Γ*]] = λρωθ . E [[Γ0 ]] ρω (λε* . C [[Γ*]]ρωθ)

twoarg : (E → E → P → K → C) → (E* → P → K → C)
twoarg =
λζε*ωκ . #ε* = 2 → ζ(ε* ↓ 1)(ε* ↓ 2)ωκ,
wrong “wrong number of arguments”

D.4 Auxiliary functions
lookup : U → Ide → L
lookup = λρI . ρI

threearg : (E → E → E → P → K → C) → (E* → P → K → C)
threearg =
λζε*ωκ . #ε* = 3 → ζ(ε* ↓ 1)(ε* ↓ 2)(ε* ↓ 3)ωκ,
wrong “wrong number of arguments”

extends : U → Ide* → L* → U
extends =
λρI*α* . #I* = 0 → ρ,
extends (ρ[(α* ↓ 1)/(I* ↓ 1)]) (I* † 1) (α* † 1)

list : E* → P → K → C
list =
λε*ωκ . #ε* = 0 → send null κ,
list (ε* † 1)(single(λε . conshε* ↓ 1, εiκ))

[implementation-dependent]

send : E → K → C
send = λεκ . κhεi

cons : E* → P → K → C
cons =
twoarg (λε1 ε2 κωσ . new σ ∈ L →
(λσ0 . new σ0 ∈ L →
send (hnew σ | L, new σ0 | L, truei
in E)
κ
(update(new σ0 | L)ε2 σ0 ),
wrong “out of memory”σ0 )
(update(new σ | L)ε1 σ),
wrong “out of memory”σ)

single : (E → C) → K
single =
λψε* . #ε* = 1 → ψ(ε* ↓ 1),
wrong “wrong number of return values”
new : S → (L + {error})

[inverse of permute]

applicate : E → E* → P → K → C
applicate =
λεε*ωκ . ε ∈ F → (ε | F ↓ 2)ε*ωκ, wrong “bad procedure”

E *[[ ]] = λρωκ . κh i

wrong : X → C

[implementation-dependent]

[implementation-dependent]

hold : L → K → C
hold = λακσ . send (σα ↓ 1)κσ
assign : L → E → C → C
assign = λαεθσ . θ(update αεσ)

less : E* → P → K → C
less =
twoarg (λε1 ε2 ωκ . (ε1 ∈ R ∧ ε2 ∈ R) →
send (ε1 | R < ε2 | R → true, false)κ,
wrong “non-numeric argument to <”)

update : L → E → S → S
update = λαεσ . σ[hε, truei/α]
tievals : (L* → C) → E* → C
tievals =
λψε*σ . #ε* = 0 → ψh iσ,
new σ ∈ L → tievals (λα* . ψ(hnew σ | Li § α*))
(ε* † 1)
(update(new σ | L)(ε* ↓ 1)σ),
wrong “out of memory”σ

add : E* → P → K → C
add =
twoarg (λε1 ε2 ωκ . (ε1 ∈ R ∧ ε2 ∈ R) →
send ((ε1 | R + ε2 | R) in E)κ,
wrong “non-numeric argument to +”)
car : E* → P → K → C
car =
onearg (λεωκ . ε ∈ Ep → car-internal εκ,
wrong “non-pair argument to car”)

tievalsrest : (L* → C) → E* → N → C
tievalsrest =
λψε*ν . list (dropfirst ε*ν)
(single(λε . tievals ψ ((takefirst ε*ν) § hεi)))

car-internal : E → K → C
car-internal = λεωκ . hold(ε | Ep ↓ 1)κ

dropfirst = λln . n = 0 → l, dropfirst(l † 1)(n − 1)

cdr : E* → P → K → C

takefirst = λln . n = 0 → h i, hl ↓ 1i § (takefirst(l † 1)(n − 1))

cdr-internal : E → K → C

truish : E → T
truish = λε . ε = false → false, true

setcar : E* → P → K → C
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[similar to car]
[similar to car-internal]

λω1 ω2 . travelpath ((pathup ω1 (commonancest ω1 ω2 )) §
(pathdown (commonancest ω1 ω2 )ω2 ))

setcar =
twoarg (λε1 ε2 ωκ . ε1 ∈ Ep →
(ε1 | Ep ↓ 3) → assign (ε1 | Ep ↓ 1)
ε2
(send unspecified κ),
wrong “immutable argument to set-car!”,
wrong “non-pair argument to set-car!”)

pointdepth : P → N
pointdepth =
λω . ω = root → 0, 1 + (pointdepth (ω | (F × F × P) ↓ 3))
ancestors : P → P P
ancestors =
λω . ω = root → {ω}, {ω} ∪ (ancestors (ω | (F × F × P) ↓ 3))

eqv : E* → P → K → C
eqv =
twoarg (λε1 ε2 ωκ . (ε1 ∈ M ∧ ε2 ∈ M) →
send (ε1 | M = ε2 | M → true, false)κ,
(ε1 ∈ Q ∧ ε2 ∈ Q) →
send (ε1 | Q = ε2 | Q → true, false)κ,
(ε1 ∈ H ∧ ε2 ∈ H) →
send (ε1 | H = ε2 | H → true, false)κ,
(ε1 ∈ R ∧ ε2 ∈ R) →
send (ε1 | R = ε2 | R → true, false)κ,
(ε1 ∈ Ep ∧ ε2 ∈ Ep ) →
send ((λp1 p2 . ((p1 ↓ 1) = (p2 ↓ 1)∧
(p1 ↓ 2) = (p2 ↓ 2)) → true,
false)
(ε1 | Ep )
(ε2 | Ep ))
κ,
(ε1 ∈ Ev ∧ ε2 ∈ Ev ) → . . .,
(ε1 ∈ Es ∧ ε2 ∈ Es ) → . . .,
(ε1 ∈ F ∧ ε2 ∈ F) →
send ((ε1 | F ↓ 1) = (ε2 | F ↓ 1) → true, false)
κ,
send false κ)

commonancest : P → P → P
commonancest =
λω1 ω2 . the only element of
{ω0 | ω0 ∈ (ancestors ω1 ) ∩ (ancestors ω2 ),
pointdepth ω0 ≥ pointdepth ω00
∀ω00 ∈ (ancestors ω1 ) ∩ (ancestors ω2 )}
pathup : P → P → (P × F)*
pathup =
λω1 ω2 . ω1 = ω2 → hi,
h(ω1 , ω1 | (F × F × P) ↓ 2)i § (pathup (ω1 | (F × F × P) ↓ 3)ω2 )
pathdown : P → P → (P × F)*
pathdown =
λω1 ω2 . ω1 = ω2 → hi,
(pathdown ω1 (ω2 | (F × F × P) ↓ 3)) § h(ω2 , ω2 | (F × F × P) ↓ 1)i
travelpath : (P × F)* → C → C
travelpath =
λπ*θ . #π* = 0 → θ,
((π* ↓ 1) ↓ 2)hi((π* ↓ 1) ↓ 1)
(λε* . travelpath (π* † 1)θ)

apply : E* → P → K → C
apply =
twoarg (λε1 ε2 ωκ . ε1 ∈ F → valueslist ε2 (λε* . applicate ε1 ε*ωκ),
wrong “bad procedure argument to apply”)

dynamicwind : E* → P → K → C
dynamicwind =
threearg (λε1 ε2 ε3 ωκ . (ε1 ∈ F ∧ ε2 ∈ F ∧ ε3 ∈ F) →
applicate ε1 hiω
(λζ* . applicate ε2 hi((ε1 | F, ε3 | F, ω) in P)
(λε* . applicate ε3 hiω(λζ* . κε*))),
wrong “bad procedure argument”)

valueslist : E → K → C
valueslist =
λεκ . ε ∈ Ep →
cdr-internal ε
(λε* . valueslist
values : E* → P → K → C
ε*
values = λε*ωκ . κε*
(λε* . car-internal ε(single(λε . κ(hεi § ε*))))),
ε = null → κh i,
cwv : E* → P → K → C
[call-with-values]
wrong “non-list argument to values-list”
cwv =
twoarg (λε1 ε2 ωκ . applicate ε1 h iω(λε* . applicate ε2 ε*ω))
cwcc : E* → P → K → C
[call-with-current-continuation]
cwcc =
onearg (λεωκ . ε ∈ F →
(λσ . new σ ∈ L →
applicate ε
hhnew σ | L,
λε*ω0 κ0 . travel ω0 ω(κε*)i
in Ei
ω
κ
(update (new σ | L)
unspecified
σ),
wrong “out of memory” σ),
wrong “bad procedure argument”)
travel : P → P → C → C
travel =
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